
  

Candlebark Farm Treasure Hunt. 
This activity is done in pairs or threes but not on your own.  Take this list and together, search for and in turns,  
make a sketch of the objects on the list. Remember to respect the environment and only disturb and bring back 
the piece of rubbish . You are awarded points for each sketch. 

Your Group Leader will tell you when to stop looking, perhaps with a whistle. You lose two points for being more 
than 2 minutes late returning or  for running as this is a walking game. 
Gullies, swimming pool, dams, hay shed or steep banks are out of bounds. You must stay around the buildings.  
Do not go out on the farm. If you think you shouldn't be somewhere, you are most likely right so go back. 

Heart shaped leaf A piece of rubbish Something soft Something flat 

A smooth object Something rough A sign Something long 

Something burnt A Round object A four leaf clover Something fat 
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